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57 ABSTRACT 
A facing plywood having a printed grain on the surface and so 
constructed that the fibers of a lauan face veneer and nu 
merous fibers of a sheet glued onto the face ply and also the 
fibers of a grain patten printed on the surface of the sheet are 
all arranged in substantially the same direction, whereby the 
natural contour of the face ply with all its tiny grooves formed 
of vessels and vascular tracheids exposed on the surface can 
be finely reproduced on the uppermost surface for enhanced 
ornamental wood-graining effect. 

1 Claims, 2 Drawing Figures 
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FACNG PLYWOODHAVINGPRINTED GRAN 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

It is known that, in the manufacture of direct-printed 
plywood, so-called because of direct printing on a lauan 
plywood rather than on a paper sheet glued thereto, the ves 
sels on the surface of the lauan plywood is depressed with 
wood filler to leave the tiny grooves of crushed vessels behind, 
and then the lauan surface is printed to provide a pattern 
closely resembling the grain of hardwood. 
A concept of gluing a sheet of paper, synthetic resin or the 

like to a backing plywood to make the most of the vessels on 
the surface of lauan plywood is also known in the art. 
The present invention brings facing plywood having a 

printed grain unlike the conventionally grained products 
which are lauan plywood panels directly printed with grain 
patterns on the surface. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
According to the present invention, a sheet having a large 

number of fibers arranged in the direction substantially the 
same as that of the fibers of a lauan face veneer and which has 
a few or no fibers across the width, or a sheet in which the 
fibers arranged parallel to the fibers of the lauan face veneer 
are far more than the fibers disposed in the direction at right 
angles thereto, is laminated on the lauan face veneer, and is 
printed with a grain pattern in which the fibers run substan 
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tially parallel to the fibers of the lauan face veneer and also to 
the large number offibers of the sheet. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is an enlarged cross-sectional view of the surface por 
tion of a grained facing plywood according to the present in 
vention; and 

FIG. 2 is a perspective view of a grained facing plywood 
panel of the invention. 

DETALED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

With the construction in accordance with the present inven 
tion, the tiny grooves formed of vessels exposed on the lauan 
face veneer can be utilized almost as they are in the final 
dressing. The overlying sheet, having far more fibers which 
run parallel to the fibers of the lauan face than those which 
run crosswise, has such a texture that, along its long axis, there 
are formed minute surface irregularities as are usually ob 
served on the flat surface of timber, and also, under the in 
fluence of the vessels of the underlying face, there are tiny 
grooves as of vessels or vascular tracheids, though smaller 
than those actually present on the plywood face, such surface 
irregularities and grooves combinedly adding much to the 
woody appearance of the product. 

Since the sheet having such a woody appearance is imparted 
with a final grain pattern in which the fibers run substantially 
parallel to the fibers of the sheet and the underlying lauan 
face, the resulting plywood most closely resembles an ordinary 
plywood faced with a real woodply of the same grain. 

Because the sheet that is used in accordance with the 
present invention has a relatively large number of fibers ar 
ranged in the same direction as the fibers of the lauan plywood 
to form the base, it is possible to use fibers of different size or 
increase or decrease the number offibers per unit width of the 
sheet depending upon the pattern of grain to be printed on the 
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2 
sheet surface. This, in turn, renders it possible with advantage 
to obtain a plywood panel having an appearance well har 
monized with the grain pattern that is printed on the sheetsur 
face. 
The sheet having a large number offibers arranged along its 

long axis may prove inadequate in transverse tensile strength 
in certain applications, in which case the defect may be 
eliminated by interposing a thin sheet of paper or plastic film 
between the plywood and the sheet. The interposition of the 
paper or plastic film in such a case has little adverse effect and can provide an appearance as woody as the construction 
without any such interlayer. 
Now the present invention will be more particularly 

described hereunder with reference to the accompanying 
drawings showing an embodiment thereof. In the enlarged 
cross-sectional view of FIG. 1, numeral 1 designates fibers of a 
sheet arranged parallel to the fibers on a face veneer. These 
fibers pack either partly or entirely the individual vessels 2 ex 
posed on the veneer surface and lie side by side over the flat 
portion 3 of the face. This arrangement of sheet fibers confers 
a woody appearance on the texture of the sheet overlying the 
plywood. 
The grained facing plywood panel shown in FIG. 2 is made 

in the following way. On the surface of a 5 mm. thick, type II 
lauan plywood 4 formed by gluing and lamination with urea 
resin is applied an acrylic resin in an amount of 70 grams per 
square meter. The plywood so coated is predried at 60°C. for 
30 seconds. Next, a sheet 5 of nonwoven cloth formed of 12 
denier polyvinyl chloride fibers bonded together with acrylic 
resin in such a manner that the majority of the fibers run in a 
given direction of the sheet, is glued over the plywood by a roll 
press so that the majority of fibers of the sheet run substan 
tially parallel to the fibers of the underlying lauan face. Then, 
an artificial teak grain 6 is printed on the sheet surface by a 
gravure offset press using a printing ink which contains a vinyl 
chloride-vinyl acetate copolymer as a binder and methyl ethyl 
ketone or cyclohexanone as a solvent. In this way a facing 
plywood closely resembling a plywood faced with a real teak 
veneer is manufactured. 

If necessary, the above procedure may be reversed by first 
printing a sheet having a small number of wefts with a grain 
pattern in which the fibers run substantially parallel to the 
warps of the sheet and then gluing the printed sheet onto the 
lauan plywood in such away as to match the fiber directions. 
As described above, the facing plywood of the present in 

vention has a strikingly woody appearance because the fibers 
of the sheet which consists almost entirely of fibers arranged 
lengthwise and only few fibers weftwise run substantially 
parallel to not only the tiny grooves of vessels exposed on the 
underlying veneer but also the fibers of the grain pattern 
printed on the sheet. 
What is claimed is: 
A facing plywood comprising a lauan face veneer and a 

sheet glued to the surface of the lauan face, said sheet consist 
ing of a large number of fibers arranged along the long axis of 
the sheet in the direction substantially the same as the 
direction in which the fibers of the lauan face run and substan 
tially no fibers that run at right angles to said lengthwise fibers, 
said sheet being printed with an artificial grain pattern in such 
a manner that the fibers of the printed pattern run substan 
tially parallel to the fibers of the lauan face to add to the 
woody appearance of the product. 
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